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Community Action Group appeal to increase Membership Target  
Submitted: Radha Gadhok (CAG Chair) 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
1) Original membership target for CAG is set to be 20; the reason why this number is set 
is unclear. 
 
2) On CSB meeting on 18th June 2007, the status of CAG is changed from a President 
Club to a membership fee charging club with funding dramatically cut. To be able to 
release the union funding for hiring the mini buses that are vital to the continued CAG 
operations, we need to raise a total of £100 (according to DPCS Ally Cott) from 20 
members, or £5.00 each member. As CAG is a student charity that provide no services 
to students themselves, we, the committee, feel that it is in the interests of the members 
that the per-person fee is minimised.  
 
3) It is on record that CAG has once fulfilled a membership target of 100 people (2004-
2005). 
 
 
ACTION REQUESTS 
 

1) We would like to request to increase the membership target to 30, for a fee of 
£3.00 per member. 

 
2) We would like to request to enable the DPCS Ally Cott to increase the 

membership target further at his discretion, if in the future it becomes feasible for 
us to reach that target. 
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